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This booklet is in-
tended for anyone who 
organizes ski activities 
for children and young 
people, be it in kinder-
gartens, schools or ski 
clubs. Fun, excitement 
and mastery are the 
common denominators 
for these exercises. We 
hope you will find many fun tips and ideas, 
and that this activity booklet will be a 
source of inspiration to increased activity.

This booklet is filled with exercises that 
can be performed with different types of 
ski equipment. The activities can be imple-
mented at parks, trails and ski slopes and 
require little enhancement.

This booklet is divided into two activity 
areas: activities on flat terrain and activi-
ties on hills. 

Introduction

Children with 
disabilities may 
also participate 
in ski activi-
ties. Many of 
the exercises 
in this booklet 
can be custom-
ized so that 
children with 
mild disabili-

ties can participate in the activities. Many, 
however, will require special monitoring. 

W.O.W! Kids’ Challenge

Have you signed up your school/club or a 
group for the Wander Outside This Winter 
(W.O.W!) Kids’ Challenge?

The program encourages kids to play 
outside and eat healthy foods. Help your 
children register for the Activity Chart 
online. Encourage them to report their play 
days and healthy eating days. Your school, 
club or team can compete with others from 
across the country. You can also create your 
own local competitions between classes, 
schools, sports clubs and ski clubs. Go to 
www.Winter-Fest.com  for more 
information. Here you can find suggestions, 
and info about the skiing at school pro-
grams. Here you can find suggestions, and 
info about the skiing at school programs.

Good luck with your ski activities and activity goals. 
Excitement and adventure lie ahead!

Ski activities for the disabled
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Most games, relays and ball games 
that children already know are 
fun with skis on. With some sim-
ple adjustments to these games it 
will make skiing fun and exciting.

Below you can find examples of 
some of these exercises. We hope 
this will inspire you and your chil-
dren to create your own ski games.

Activities on flat terrain

Ski Tag (last one tagged)

All  types of the ski games should 
be performed without poles. Find a 
flat area around 100x100 - 150x150 
feet (30x30 - 50x50 meters). The size of the 
area should be adjusted to the number of 
children participating. It is important that 
everyone keeps moving so keep the area not 
too large. One or two are it. Those who are 
captured are free if someone gives them a 
hug, taps on their shoulder, crawls between 
their legs, etc. Keep track of time, for ex-
ample, 2 min and count how many people 
are taken without having been released. 
In the next 2 minutes try to break the re-
cord. Make sure to rotate who gets to be it.

Hospital Tag

One or more are it. Those that are tagged 
must be pushed by the others to a “defined” 
hospital. When they get there, they are free 
and can participate again.  Make sure to ro-
tate who gets to be it.

Bust the Balloon
Everyone attaches a balloon to their ankle or 
calf. Everyone verses everyone. The goal is to 
burst the balloon of each other, while making 
sure your own balloon stays intact. Have more 
balloons available, so that those who have 
lost their balloon can continue in the game. 

Troll and Stone

Same activity as witches tag (see page 5). 
Those who are tagged are trolls. Those who 
are captured by the trolls are stones and must 
sit down. The others must free the stones by 
“sliding” over stones, with a ski on each side 
of the stone.

Horse and carriage

Pair up. One skier is the horse and the other 
is the carriage or cart. One skier loops the 
inner tube over their shoulder and the other 
holds on behind. Use two old bicycle in-
ner tubes looped together. Create different 
circular tracks for the horse and cart to ski 
through or around. Can also be carried out in 
different relays.
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Use a defined area. Work together in pairs. 
This slows the pace of the activity and 
is good for teaching cooperation. All the 
pairs hold hands. One pair acts as witches 
and they try to tag the other pairs. Pairs 
who are tagged, must set up and create a 
portal with arms. They are free again when 
another couple passes through their “por-
tal”. To do this activity as individuals, 
ask those who are tagged (by the witch) 
to stop and spread their legs. They are 
free if someone crawls between their legs.

Use what you have available as a tail. It can 
be scarves, old socks, small towels etc.  At-
tach the item to your pants. Everyone skates 
around in a restricted area. Try to capture 
as many tails as possible, while keeping 
your own.  Another variant can be to secure 
clothes pins on your pants leg. Try to steal as 
many clothes pins as possible under the two 
minutes. Fasten the clothes pins you steal 
on your pants leg. It is only allowed to take 
one clothes pin at a time from each person.

Capture the tails

Ski - soccer

Witches Tag

Everyone sticks their ski poles in the snow, 
spaced so you can ski around them. Ev-
eryone (skates) around the poles without 
touching them. You can make variations of 
this game both classic and skate disciplines.

Go around the ski poles

All ski-ball games should be conducted 
with a few (five is a good number) on each 
team and without poles. Create simple 
rules. This can be done with one ski, so the 
other foot is free to kick with. Make age 
appropriate teams so all kids are touch-
ing the ball.  When played with two skis 
on, you can hit the ball with your hands.

Break into two teams and two 
lines. The teams stand on oppo-
site sides behind a bar. In the mid-
dle will be a big pile of objects.

It can be clothes pins, gloves, 
balls, twigs etc. Use what you 
have available. Try to collect 
the most “nuts” during a certain 
period of time, for example two 
minutes, or until the pile is emp-
ty. You can only take one thing 
at a time. Take the nut to your 
nut pile behind your teams line. 

When time is up count how many nuts your 
team got. Then team that has the most nuts 
have won. Return the nuts back in the middle 
and start again with the same team or change 
the teams up. Another variation is to let 
teams take nuts from each other’s nut inven-
tory. Both teams starting with the same num-

Nut Collector

ber of objects in their own limited area. The 
participants on each team try to retrieve as 
many nuts as they can from their opponent’s 
nut pile. One can only retrieve one object at 
a time. Follow other rules mentioned above.
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Create a wide area, so everyone has their 
own track, and goes for about 50-60 feet 
(15-20 meters) to a finish line. Two are 
picked out to be foxes, the rest are hares. 
“Hares” start at the starting line. Two 
foxes start 25-30 feet (8-10 meters) fur-
ther behind. On the signal the foxes try 
to catch hares before they cross the finish 
line.  Those who are tagged become hares.

Other variations:
• hawk and dove
• shark coming

Fox and hare

Two and two together in pairs. Create an 
area with a starting line and a turn or a 
turn around. All the exercises go from start 
to the turn around and back. Pairs should 
move as quickly as possible from start to 
finish. Couples have different movement 
tasks for each stage. They can be creative 
and find their own individual solutions to 
each task. Give tasks as mentioned below.
Move youself forward and backward with:

* Four skis, no poles 
* Two skis, no poles
* Four skis, two poles 

Pair-relays

* Three skis, three poles
* Three ski, no poles

Move  forward and back while:

* One person squatting, the other pushing
   from behind skate skiing
* One is blind (scarf for the eyes), the
   other pushes on their back or directs
   them by giving directions
* The one going backwards, the other
   forwards 
* Both going backwards, holding hands 

Bind together the feet with a scarf, move:

    * Forward 
    * Sideways
    * Backwards

Narrow your area and make a 180-200 foot 
(60-70 meter) long stretch. Determine the 
course length based on the children’s skills 
and age. It’s important that everyone is in 
the activity more or less simultaneously, 
so that there is little waiting. Divide into 
several teams and have 4-5 on each team. 
Give different assignments to each stage 

Relay with variations
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in the relay. Ev-
eryone should do 
each of the stages.

- A stage with
  poles
- A stage without
  poles
- A stage with a
  double dance
- A stage with   
  simple dance
- One leg with
  one ski and a
  pole
- As above, but
  with the    
  oposite leg and 
  arm
- One leg with one ski and two poles
- One leg with opposite leg (skiing) and
  two poles

Create a course with a straight stretch of 
150-300 feet (50-100 meters). On the course 
put two buckets, one half way, and the other 
one at the end of the stretch. Split into teams 
with 2-3 skiers on each team. You need two 
buckets for each team. Put equal amount of 
objects in the 1st bucket of each team.  It 
may be balls, gloves, hats etc.

Relay goes as follows:

* First skier skis to bucket # 1 and picks up
   an object
* Ski to bucket #2 and place the object in
   the bucket.
* Ski back to the starting line again for the
   exchange 
* The second skier and third skiers do the
   same

Put in a bucket - relay

When all the objects are moved to bucket # 
2, pick one object from bucket #2  and move 
it to bucket #1. When all the objects are back 
in bucket #1 again, the relay is done. First 
team to have bucket #1 full again wins.

Circular trail

Make a circular track with different tasks 
underway. The length around the course and 
the tasks / activities must be adapted to chil-
dren’s age and skill. Make a trail which many 
can ski on simultaneously. It’s important that 
there are not long lines for the task / activity. 
We like to create 2-3 courses that go around 
parallel together.  This allows faster skiers 
to switch lanes to go around slower skiers 
which lessens the chance of creating long 
lines and pile ups.  You can also have fewer 
on the trail at the same time and create other 
activities separate from the circular trail. 
Examples of tasks / activities may include:

* Small hill to climb (herringbone or side
   step)
* Small hill to go down
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* Duck under hoops 2-3  (could be ski
   poles tied together at an angle)
* Slalom between cones, 3-12 turns
* Walk the Plank (dig a hole in the snow
   and place a 2”x12” board across it, kids
   ski across this)
* Obstacles to side step over 2-3 (drain-
   age tile, logs)
* Wall of Fire (set up streamers that the
   kids ski through)
* Figure eight to work on turning
* Simple star turns
* Jump turns

A circular track can be implemented in 
various ways:

* Time, try to beat your own time in the
   next round
* As many laps as possible within a
   certain time 
* Two and two go together trying to make
   it through the course holding hands
* Individual pursuit (two skiers, starting
   on opposite sides try to catch each
   other) 
* Ski course with a friend, one person is
   blindfolded the other gives directions

When the parallel tracks are good try 
some of these tasks:

* Ski without poles
* Ski a little ways backwards  
* How far you can glide after five strong
   kicks? 
* On a gradual downhill try to glide as
   much
   as possible with each glide phase
* Use only ski poles (fully parallel and
   stiff legs)

Add a tennis ball in each track.

* Can you push the tennis balls in front of
   you with your ski tip?

Parallel track tasks

* See how far you can push the ball 
* See how fast you can push the ball

Join together in pairs. One person covers 
their eyes so they can’t see, the second 
skier is a companion.  Try skiing with dif-
ferent techniques. Your partner offers only 
short messages or sounds in relation to how 
the “blind” can navigate the course. In the 
beginning, you can hold hands. Eventual-
ly, you should be able to ski “blind” mov-
ing around on your own and only relate to 
simple sound directions from your friend.

Blindfolded

Pair up with a ski buddy. Everyone takes 
off one ski. Pairs binds together their 
legs with their scarves, rope, twine etc.  
It’s important that they bind together 
the leg-, they still have the ski on. Bind 
together one person’s left foot and the 
others right foot. Couples should move 
together by kicking with the free foot, 
and gliding on the legs tied together.

Customize the relay-stage to match the 
skier’s age and skill level.

Best buddy - relay
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One needs a long rope for spinning around 
a tree, a post or the like (see photo above). 
If you have two trees and two ropes you 
can run a spin up the rope-relay. It is im-
portant to have a large space around the 
tree. When spinning up the rope, you can 
go fast. Relay can be implemented individu-
ally or in pairs. One person spins the rope 
in and alternates with their partner, who 
spins the rope out again, etc. Repeat 2-6 
times, depending on the length of the rope.  

Tree - relay Song games on skis

Song games are social and nice for small kids 
to learn the basic ski technique. They can 
also be used as warm-up exercises. Ask the 
children what techniqe they want to practice 
and make up fun songs and games to help 
them remember good basic ski technique.

Create an area 60-100 feet (about 20-30 
meters long) with a starting line and finish 
line. The width of the area is determined 
by how many skiers there are. At the fin-
ish line is the person who is “red light”. 
The others are lined up side by side along 
the starting line. The goal is to reach the 
finish line without being “seen” moving 
when “red light” has been called. If seen 
you are turned to ice until the game is over.  

Red light

Frisbee golf on skis

Make a circular track and hang flags up 
in the trees or on the ground. Use a fris-
bee as golf equipment. Anybody with a 
frisbee can play on the course. The goal 
can be to have the fewest throws to hit the 
flags or give penalties for over five throws 
(lap around small course).  Also fastest 
time and fewest penalties can be scored.  

Many variations can be made on this game.  
Creating biatholon type activity can be fun 
and motivational to improve on ones time.
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Create two circles, so that they form a 
figure eight. It’s important that the figure 
eight is large enough, so that kids learn to 
go fast and in control. Mark tracks with 
cones, sticks, pine needles, markers, poles 
etc.

Alternative activities in figure eight track:

* Run as a circular track with skating (one 
   and one)
* More skiers on the trail at the same time
   (work on power) 
* Individual pursuit, two skiers (starting
   at each end) 
* Individual pursuit (many on course, you
   can do this where track is wide enough)

If  only few skiers are on the course, you 
can use poles. With lots of skiers it is best 
not to use poles.

Different relay variations on figure eight 
course:

* Relay in a row (several on the trail at
   the same time)

Figure 8 race

Join together in pair. One person covers 
their eyes so they can’t see, the the second 
skier is a companion.  Try skiing with dif-
ferent techniques. Your partner offers only 
short messages or sounds in relation to how 
the “blind” can navigate course. In the be-
ginning, you can hold hands. Eventually, 
you should be able to ski “blind” moving 
around on your own and only relate to 
simple sound directions from your friend.

Blind folded

* Relay in pairs (one out of and one
   in track) 
* Relay in two tracks (several of the trails
   at the same time) 
* Relays with poles 
* Relays without poles 
* Backward-relays
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Make a trail that has 3-4 loops, depending 
on what the terrain allows. The octopus arms 
can go up a hill, around a tree, etc.). A round 
is completed when you have gone around all 
of the octopus arms.

The octopus trail can also be skied as a relay. 
For the relays you can ski just one arm, or 
the entire loop for a leg. Post stations with 
tasks along the trail. 

Activities on slopes
and hills
Activities on the hills can be fun and excit-
ing. In this section you’ll find tips and ideas 
on how you can challenge young skiers 
and how to facilitate a variety of ski activi-
ties on hills. Most exercises can be done on 

Create a slalom run on a flat course. It should 
be organized as a circular track. From start 
to finish should be 150-200 feet (50-100 me-
ters). One can use poles, sticks, cones or the 
like to highlight the gates. The trail should 
be open so the kids can skate through and 
get good speed. Set gates approximately 20-
25 feet (6-8 meters) apart with 6-8 turns to 
allow for good speed when going through 

Flat Slalom

Balance exercises

Children stay active by themselves for long 
periods of time if the activity is fun and ex-

the gates. You can always make adjustments 
to the gate distances if you need to.  Kids 
can skate or classic with or without poles de-
pending on how many kids are on the course.

any type of slope and on different gear. The 
activities should be adapted to children’s 
skills, abilities, age and ski equipment. In 
addition to that the activities can be adapted 
to hills with the appropriate level of diffi-
culty and terrain. The possibilities are many.

Octopus trail (continued)
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citing. Balance exercises are just that and can 
easily be adapted to children’s own abilities. 
They decide how far they must go to chal-
lenge their balance on skis. Here you can find 
many balance exercises that are fun to try out. 
The exercises are done without poles. Let 
kids come up with their own balance games.

* Bend down and close one eye 
* Shake the arms and head and close one
   eye 
* Stand on one ski and then close one eye 
* Pick up objects that are laid out on
   ground 
* Do the same, but on one ski 

Give challenging tasks

* Snow plow position
* Right hand down touch the snow
* Snow plow turns back and forth 
* Two by two side by side and holding
   hands
* Shake your arms and head 
* Ski downhill while shaking your arms 
* Ski downhill while shaking your head
* Ski downhill while shaking your arms
   and head 
* Stand on one ski 
* Try jumping up with both legs 
* Glide as long as possible 
* Try to switch gliding on one ski and  
   then the other ski 
* Go together in pairs, holding hands 
* Go over obstacles and small bumps
* Close one eye 

* Close both eyes, and have somone as a
   companion 
* Your friend tells you how the hill is
* Make consecutive turns down the hill
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* How long you are able to glide on a ski?
* How high can you jump while going
   downhill? 
* How many small hops can you do
   on the way down? 
* How far can you lean before you
   lose your balance? 
* How fast can you go on your skis
   down the hill? 
* How many turns can you make on
   one ski? 
* How fast can you go on one ski? 
* How far ahead/behind can you
   put your arms when you are going
   downhill? 
* How wide/narrow, can you have
   your skis 

* Ski like a tiger (be aggressive)
* Ski like a bird (be easy) 
* Turn like an airplane 
   (weight transfer) 
* Ski like you are on a motorcycle 
* Ski like a bear (be heavy, a lot of
   pressure on your skis) 
* Ski like a figure skater 
   (balance challenge) 
* Ski like a ballet dancer 
   (high center of gravity) 
* Move like a bear (low center of gravity) 
* Ski like a kangaroo (forward - back balance - jump/hop)

Association tasks

This Activity Booklet Belongs To:


